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This thesis defines and assesses necessary qualification and certification 
procedures for 3D-printed parts to be used onboard U.S. naval ships. This study is 
motivated by the milestones outlined in the Department of the Navy’s Additive 
Manufacturing Implementation Plan, specifically the need for in-depth analysis of the 
qualification and certification of 3D-printed parts. Supporting the research, optimal 
printing types are identified, and specific parameters strongly correlated with part 
strength are decomposed. Using this information, physical architectures were developed 
to define a hierarchy of 3D printing echelons and their capabilities. Additionally, this 
thesis develops part request and data flow charts, identifies part categories applicable for 
3D printing, and assesses essential settings for part qualification as well as testing 
procedures for certification. A part infill demonstration solidifies the need for careful 
consideration of print parameters when printing 3D parts. Utilizing the knowledge gained 
by the demonstration, two non-destructive evaluation methods, radiography and thermal 
imaging, were used to perform experiments that provide insights for part certification 
standards. These methods were chosen since they could be performed onboard without 
extreme cost, equipment or space requirements. The results identified the trade space for 
certification for each method, and areas of future work were acknowledged. 
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Three-dimensional printing has advanced significantly in the last decade, and the 
increased precision, strength, speed and reliability have made this type of manufacturing 
an untapped asset for the Navy’s maintenance and supply worlds. The ability to fix need-
based problems, create new prototype parts, and fix something so the system works just 
well enough to get back to port, all while at sea, is a game-changing capability. If 
harnessed correctly, the Navy can utilize this manufacturing method to be more efficient 
and more prepared to fight the nation’s missions. This thesis defines necessary 
qualification and certification procedures for 3D-printed parts to be used onboard U.S. 
Naval ships. The motivation of this study has been the milestones outlined in the 
Department of the Navy’s Additive Manufacturing Implementation Plan. Through a 
thorough background research, potential printing types have been identified and specific 
print settings most strongly correlated with a part’s strength have been analyzed.  
After carefully considering the available technology and its limitations as well as 
current naval ship maintenance structure, physical architectures were developed and 
evaluated. Systems engineering was utilized to create physical architectures that define 
the following: hierarchy of 3D printing command echelons and their capabilities, part 
request and data file flow charts, part categories that are applicable for 3D printing, 
essential settings for part qualification, as well as testing procedures for part certification. 
These show the relationships between the different levels, what their capabilities are, how 
they interact and what the outcomes are regarding data files and printed parts.  
This thesis conducted an in-depth test and evaluation of 3D printed parts based on 
the relationships identified in the physical architecture. Specifically, variations of 
different part infill patterns and percentages determine one’s ability to inspect for voids 
and internal structures. In order for a more thorough understanding of the variations of 
different part infill patterns and their respective percentages, a physical comparison table 
was created for exploratory purposes with actual 3D printed parts without roof structure. 
While the comparison table shows the differences between linear, hexagonal, diamond 
and diamond (fast) patterns, the actual thesis testing was only done for the linear pattern. 
 xviii 
This part infill demonstration solidifies the need for careful consideration of print 
parameters when printing 3D parts as the diamond pattern percentages had approximately 
half the infill structure as the linear infill pattern. The hexagonal pattern showed that 
there were slight inconsistencies between layers, therefore reducing the strength of the 
internal structure. Additionally, when selecting 100% infill, all parts were printed using 
the linear pattern regardless of the selected pattern. Utilizing the knowledge gained by the 
demonstration, two non-destructive evaluation methods, radiography and thermal 
imaging, were used to perform experiments in order to provide insights for part 
certification standards. The experiments involved groups of test cubes (2.5cm by 2.5cm 
by 2.5cm) printed with spherical voids designed into the center of them ranging from 
0.10cm, 0.25cm, 0.50cm, 1.00cm, 1.50cm to 2.00cm. A control block was also printed 
with no void. This group of six blocks is printed in infills of 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 
90% all in the linear pattern. The grouping of cubes was analyzed by utilizing the two 
non-destructive evaluation techniques to identify the trade space for certification. This 
trade space identifies what size internal structure or void can be seen at certain print 
percentage infills.  
Three-dimensional printing enables multiple parts to be combined and printed into 
single assemblies, so there is an inherent need to be able to see if the internal components 
and structures are printed correctly. Blocked inner passageways could lead to diminished 
performance. Therefore, the voids noted above serve two purposes. The voids either can 
be viewed as print errors or intentionally designed interior structure. Either way, it is 
important to know what level of detail one can count on seeing while utilizing different 
evaluation methods. Overall, radiography techniques provided the best results and the 
thesis outlined a relationship for each infill percentage. For parts printed in a linear 
pattern at 10% infill, it is possible that one might see a 0.50 cm void, and definite that one 
would see a 1.00cm void. For parts printed in a linear pattern at 30% infill, it is definite 
that one would see a 0.50cm void. For parts printed in a linear pattern at 50% infill, it is 
possible that one might see a 0.25 cm void, and definite that one would see a 0.50cm 
void. For parts printed in a linear pattern at 70% infill, it is definite that one would see a 
0.25cm void. For parts printed in a linear pattern at 90% infill, it is possible that one 
 xix 
might see a 0.10 cm void, and definite that one would see a 0.25cm void. The thermal 
imaging provided interesting results when the cubes were tested in a group. At 90% infill, 
only the 2.0cm void cube indicated that there was something visible. Interestingly 
enough, at the 10% infill test, cubes with smaller voids heated up quicker due to the 
added material needed to make the larger voids. At a more detailed (one-to-one) view, 
more change was visible even at 50% infill.  
After successful definition of part qualification and the trade space for part 
certification, areas of future work were identified. Studies conducted in the following 
areas would be beneficial to the Navy: X-raying a broader spectrum of infill percentages, 
X-raying a detailed view of singular parts, determining a mathematical relationship for 
X-ray views based on void size, part size infill percentage and viewing area, as well as 
thermal imaging of detailed views. The architectures and qualification and certification 
procedures developed and demonstrated in this thesis set the stage for a variety of follow-
on research projects that may facilitate the adoption of additive manufacturing into the 
Navy’s broader operational capability. 
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The Assistant Secretary of the Navy’s Office of Research, Development Test & 
Evaluation published a document in January of 2016 titled Department of the Navy 
(DON) Additive Manufacturing (AM) Implementation Plan. This plan consists of five 
goals and multiple milestones from 2016 through 2025 that incorporate three-dimensional 
(3D) printing into the Navy’s maintenance world. The focus of this thesis is to answer 
some questions from the document and to prepare some of the groundwork in working to 
make these goals a reality.  
Additive manufacturing and 3D printing capabilities have dramatically improved 
since the first stereolithography 3D printer was invented in 1984, and the processes have 
now become reliable methods of manufacturing. Since the material cost of additive 
manufacturing is less than traditional subtractive manufacturing, that reduced cost has the 
potential to enable substantial savings in the realm of replacement parts. More 
specifically, replacement parts that are no longer made or are out of stock and have long 
wait times are showing the most promise in the 3D printing sector. Trying to acquire 
these parts can have dramatic lead times and costs associated with them, so by being able 
to re-create some of these parts, the Navy could save both money and time. The 
realization of the potential benefits of AM requires detailed analysis across the spectrum 
of naval operations. This thesis proposes to focus on the architectural and procedural 
changes that may be required at U.S. Navy Regional Maintenance Centers to fully realize 
those potential benefits. 
This thesis is also motivated by Cullom and Bridges (2017), who state in their 
spring issue of the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV) Newsletter that 
“there are five challenges that the Navy addressing to realize the benefit of widespread 
AM implementation” (11). The first challenge identified is “the ability to qualify and 
certify printed items” (Cullom and Bridges 2017, 11).  Therefore, this thesis will explore 
the AM design process definition, as well as several critical research areas outlined in the 
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DON AM Implementation Plan. One critical research area is the ability to qualify and 
certify AM parts (with the emphasis that no process exists to qualify or certify these 
parts). 
B. RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Technology is always advancing and the pace of those advancements is increasing 
at an exponential rate. However, these advances come in many different categories; some 
are geared toward processing power, others are geared more toward smaller sizes, 
increased strength, new materials and some revolve around production speed. All of these 
parameters usually help to drive advances in computer systems, power generators, missile 
capabilities and product construction, yet they rarely change how something is created, 
designed or built entirely. The development of 3D printing has the potential to change 
how things are created, designed, and built. However, these changes are not limited to 
one sector or one part, 3D printing can change how anything is made and that is why it is 
most intriguing. In traditional manufacturing, while casts and molds are used, many parts 
and components are created using a process called subtractive manufacturing. Three-
dimensional printing reverses that paradigm, reducing the number of required 
components by eliminating the reliance on casts and molds. 
By reducing the number of components, it allows for a larger array of parts to be 
created on one machine versus having many very expensive machines specifically used 
for creating certain parts. This saves money on design time and material expenses, and 
allows for new and more complex geometries to be created. The problem is this: How can 
the Navy harness the capabilities of 3D printing safely, effectively and systematically? 
The goals are to increase warfighting ability while saving both time and money. 
Additionally, there would ideally be an increase in system-up time and therefore increase 
the ship’s effectiveness.  
While there are numerous potential advantages to utilizing 3D printing in support 
of naval operations, there is also inherent uncertainty associated with the introduction of a 
new technology or method. Specifically, there is a need to investigate the testing and 
evaluation techniques appropriate for 3D printed parts. This thesis develops an 
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architecture that identifies nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques that are 
appropriate for utilization onboard ships. Additionally, an alternative NDE technique 
appropriate for the evaluation of AM parts aboard a ship will be presented and analyzed. 
C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
This thesis follows the design method. More explicitly, Giachetti (2016) states 
that design theses are comprised of the following steps: 
1. Description of the design problem 
2. Construction of a prototype and a description of the associated design 
process  
3. Description of what was learned during the design process 
4. Documentation of the success or failure of the prototypes  
Given that this thesis follows the design method (which is defined by description 
of the design problem and demonstration of a design process through prototyping) it 
answers the following research questions: 
1. What is an appropriate qualification and certification process for 3D 
printed/additively manufactured parts at regional maintenance centers and 
onboard ships? 
2. What NDE techniques are appropriate for qualification and certification of 
3D printed parts? 
3. How do characteristics of 3D printed parts (specifically voids and/or 
internal structures and printing infill percentage) impact the qualification 
and certification process? 
D. METHODOLOGY 
The method in which this study is conducted is in keeping with the standards of 
the scientific community regarding experimentation and testing. The testing conducted 
shows what the process would look like to support the proposed architecture and how the 
part needs to be constructed. The literature review information section provides a concise 
synopsis of 3D printing to help the reader in later sections in which a proposed 
architectural structure and the part qualification and certification is laid out. The 
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experimental section and the analysis of the data ensure the reader sees the success and 
failure of the process.  
E. SCOPE 
This paper provides background information necessary to get a better 
understanding of how to fix the problem as well as providing a solution. The reader can 
see the Navy’s current maintenance dilemma, and a physical architecture is constructed 
to lay the foundation for the solution. Going from the background information and 
proposed architecture, this thesis presents an analytical approach to the success and 
failures of 3D printed part certification. With all of the groundwork complete, the paper 
summarizes the results and provides recommendations.  
F. ORGANIZATION OF THESIS 
Chapter II provides an in-depth literature review of relevant material related to the 
topic of 3D printing. This information is needed for a comprehensive understanding of 
topics analyzed and discussed in subsequent chapters. Chapter III discusses and 
graphically represents the architecture development of how the 3D printing systems will 
integrate into current command structures and what is required for part qualification and 
certification. It is important to understand both the current maintenance and repair parts 
logistics structure in addition to how it will change by encompassing additive 
manufacturing. Additionally, this section outlines the make-up of the certification process 
the Navy would need to adopt for 3D printed parts. Chapter IV leads the reader through 
the experimental process of creating the samples, and testing the samples according to the 
flow charts provided in Chapter III. Chapter V analyzes the data that was collected in 
Chapter IV and insights are presented based on the results. Chapter VI summarizes the 
integration of 3D printing with the Navy’s current maintenance system, the benefits of 
the new system architecture and the big takeaways of the study. The last chapter 
describes potential areas for continued work and study.   
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. NAVAL DIRECTIVES AND SUPPORT 
There is one cornerstone document that outlines official intent of the United 
States Navy incorporating 3D printing into the maintenance and logistics sectors as a 
viable solution for specialty replacement parts. Complete with goals, milestones and a 
decade long timeline, the DON AM Implementation Plan drives the future of utilizing 3D 
printing and additive manufacturing in the Navy. The document had been distributed to 
high-level Navy and Marine Corps officials to ensure acknowledgment and concurrence 
between major Navy programs, stating that AM has the ability to “enable warfighter 
readiness and self-sustainment during operations” (Burrow 2016, 2). This document 
outlines five main goals for implementing 3D printing into naval maintenance: 
1. Increase development and integration of AM systems.  
2. Develop the ability to qualify and certify AM parts.  
3. Standardize the digital AM framework and the tools and enable end-to-end 
process integration.   
4. Establish the DON advanced integrated digital manufacturing grid.   
5. Formalize access to AM education, training, and certification for the DON 
workforce. (Burrow 2016, 3) 
The Implementation plan also includes a timeline with milestones annotated on 
each goal’s timeline stretching from 2016 through 2025. It states that “while each goal is 
independent, some of the identified progression milestones are dependent on a level of 
maturity within a separate goal to be realized” and therefore exists a level of complexity 
in achieving the milestones (Burrow 2016, A-1). The AM Implementation plan works to 
tie in those officials designated by former Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV) Ray Mabus 
to be involved in bringing 3D printing into the Navy and is a direct reflection of the 
SECNAV’s order to create an implementation plan. This thesis looks to develop insights 
that increase understanding of the challenges associated with Goal 2: development of the 
ability to qualify and certify 3D printed parts. Before exploring the current Navy surface 
ship maintenance structure, it is important to understand the players that are publishing 
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the directives and slowly molding the DON AM world into a feasible reality so that the 
analysis in this thesis can be tailored to support the appropriate command elements. The 
process began when Admiral Jonathan Greenert, chief of Naval Operations (CNO), 
assigned his deputy for Fleet Readiness and Logistics as the “Navy lead for Additive 
Manufacturing (AM) technology” (Greenert 2013). Additional oversight was added when 
the former SECNAV, Ray Mabus, assigned the assistant secretary of the Navy (Research, 
Development and Acquisition) (ASN [RD&A]) to work with the Navy and the Marine 
Corps to create “an integrated and detailed implementation plan” in order to “enable AM 
implementation across the DON” (Mabus 2015, 1). Since these high-level documents 
have been signed, duties and responsibilities have trickled down to various components 
of the Navy to include both Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) and Naval Air 
Systems Command (NAVAIR). Since this study solely focuses on the structure behind 
surface ship maintenance, the emphasis will be on working on NAVSEA systems 
architecture and procedures.  
B. BRIEF HISTORY OF 3D PRINTING 
In addition to understanding the personnel and commands involved in the 
implementation of AM into the Navy, it is also important to understand where we are in 
relation to the history of 3D printing and when the naval directives were placed into 
effect. Figure 1 presents a brief history of 3D printing as it pertains to major milestones 
achieved in the industry.  
 
Figure 1.  Timeline of 3D Printing in the Public Sector. 
Source: Munoz (2013). 
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As shown in Figure 1, basic necessities can now be manufactured via 3D printing, 
which has prompted increased interest from the U.S. Navy regarding the potential utility 
of 3D printing to support operations. With background knowledge of the start of the 3D 
printing industry to where the techniques were brought to industry, one can see from 
Figure 2 that the DON is not too far behind. A major problem with fully integrating 3D 
printing into the Navy, however, exists in the maintenance, repair and logistics realm. 
The main difficulty for each sector would be restructuring their processes and systems to 
accommodate the new procedures, but the benefits for each would provide more 
flexibility and efficiency. 
  
Adapted from Greenert (2013); COMNAVSEA (2015); Burrow (2016); and 
Cullom & Bridges (2017). 
Figure 2.  Department of the Navy Additive Manufacturing Timeline.  
C. CURRENT NAVY MAINTENANCE STRUCTURE 
To understand the role that 3D printing may play in future naval operations it is 
important to review the current Navy maintenance structure. Currently, surface ship 
maintenance is conducted in accordance with the Navy’s Maintenance Material 
Management (3M) Manual. This directive provides the guidance needed to conduct 
maintenance, repair and replace shipboard parts, components and structures. When a part 
breaks, the ship’s crew can initiate a job request and order a part associated to that job. In 
the event that the replacement part ordered is unavailable, too expensive or will not arrive 
in time, the ship can start the process of initiating a departure from specifications. This is 
done when “equipment is considered modified and reporting is required when non-
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standard replacement parts (not identified on the allowed parts list (APL) or in the 
technical manual) are used in the accomplishment of the maintenance” (NAVSEAINST 
4790.8C, 2015).  
Traditional shipboard parts are required to have certain military specifications 
(MILSPEC) in order to be utilized and are then tested to ensure that they meet those 
parameters. Typical MILSPEC inspection involves destructive tests that ensure that the 
manner in which the part is built and constructed satisfies the potential austere 
environments it could face onboard a ship. This process is the foundation of both safe and 
reliable parts that are purchased and used in the Navy. The reason that 3D printed parts 
are currently not able to be used on naval ships to their full capacity is because of the way 
they are created; it skirts around the entire process that is currently in place. There is no 
mechanism to assess whether or not these AM parts are more or less compliant with 
established MILSPECs than traditional subtractively manufactured parts. The process for 
the testing of AM parts is necessarily different and the Navy must find a suitable way to 
adopt a system to create and utilize effective 3D printed parts. The crux of this problem 
involves determining exactly how to certify 3D printed parts. In order to do that, one 
must first have some background knowledge regarding what products, materials and 
systems exist and how 3D printed parts are created. 
D. 3D PRINTING FUNDAMENTALS 
The most important aspect to understand about 3D printing is that it is a form of 
additive manufacturing opposed to subtractive manufacturing. The difference is adding 
material to create a part opposed to removing material to create a part. Figure 3 from the 
GAO report on 3D printing depicts this difference visually in line drawing format.  
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Figure 3.  Additive Manufacturing versus Subtractive Manufacturing. 
Source: Persons (2015). 
A 3D file of the part is created on a computer and then sent to a printer so that the 
file can be created by adding materials layer by layer. While subtractive manufacturing 
has limitations regarding part construction since machining tools cannot remove certain 
materials in certain places, additive manufacturing does not have that problem because 
the part is constructed layer by layer. Figure 4 shows how this process works.  
 
Figure 4.  3D Printing Process. Source: Javelin Technologies Inc. (2017). 
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Perhaps one of the most enticing advantages of 3D printing involves part 
reduction. Since subtractive manufacturing was limited by being able to use tools to carve 
out parts, many parts would have to be created to form assemblies in order for that 
assembly to form a function. With 3D printing, one can combine multiple parts into one 
part, also called part consolidation. By reducing the number of parts, the reliability of the 
system as a whole may change and systems become simpler. A recent success story in the 
commercial aviation community is the General Electric (GE) jet engine fuel nozzle case.  
GE’s use of additive manufacturing to produce jet engine fuel nozzles has 
allowed it to create a fuel nozzle as a single part rather than the 20 parts 
that would have been necessary using conventional manufacturing 
processes, which reduces the assembly time and costs because fewer 
brazes and welds are needed. (Persons 2015, 17) 
E. 3D PRINTING TECHNIQUES 
There are, however, many different types of 3D printing methods. The types of 
printing that involve laser light and/or reflected light to fuse materials are Digital Light 
Processing (DLP), Selective Laser Melting (SLM), stereolithography (SL), Selective 
Laser Sintering (SLS), Laminated Object Manufacturing (OLM), and Electron Beam 
Melting (EBM). Diagrams of these printing methods can be seen in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5.  Types of 3D Printers. Adapted from 3D Printing 
from Scratch (2017). 
The types of printing that involve extruding material are Inkjet 3D machines and 
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) printers. The FDM method is the most popular of the 
extrusion methods because it is cheaper and more readily available than the methods 
listed in Figure 5. This makes them very useful in prototyping new designs or quickly 
printing new items to make small adjustments to match an original part. Diagrams of 
these types of printing can be seen in Figure 6.   
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Figure 6.  Non-laser 3D Printers. Adapted from 3D Printing 
from Scratch (2017) 
Overall, the two most popular and widely used practices are FDM and SLS 
because of their technological advances and precise printing methods. While there are 
many different types of printers, there are also many different types of materials to print. 
Each type of printing process has a particular range of materials that it can print. While 
those materials may come in different forms (powder versus filament line), the material 
properties of the finished product are fairly predictable. Between the multiple methods of 
printing shown in Figure 5 and in Figure 6, there are many possibilities to create a part 
the Navy needs that can be installed safely. It is important to remember that the intended 
use of the part can also dictate which method of printing is utilized and that will be 
discussed in the next chapter.  
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F. MATERIAL CONSTRAINTS 
One of the major challenges facing the Navy as they work towards implementing 
3D printing into the maintenance realm is the vast number of both materials and 
machines that are available. Not just any machine can be utilized to create a part based on 
what materials it can print and the resolution and accuracy of the printer. The part must 
be made out of materials that are safe for shipboard use in regards to toxic gas 
production, smoke production as well as melting and burn characteristics. Fortunately, 
there has been some work done by the Navy in these fields of study, and while both areas 
continue to be examined, there are many new options coming into the scene regularly. 
Both the Naval Facilities Command (NAVFAC) and the Naval Surface Warfare Center 
(NSWC) Carderock have published some preliminary findings. While NAVFAC’s work 
in 2015 focused on investigating, “the end to end processes of transferring, receiving, 
manipulating and printing a digital model into an additively manufactured component,” 
the work did compare different types of machines (Reese 2015, v). The study conducted 
by Usman Sorathia at the Carderock division of the NSWC takes a very different 
approach to narrowing down materials:  
A total of thirteen different polymer materials, traditionally used in 
additive manufacturing processes, were evaluated… (and) the materials 
were tested for ignitability and heat release potential (ASTM E 1354 [2]), 
for smoke and toxic gas production (ASTM E662[3] / E800 [4]), and for 
surface flammability (ASTM E162 [5]. (Sorathia 2016, 1)  
The ranked results can be seen in Table 1, which was created by Sorathia in her 
report NSWCCD-61-TR-2016/27. Table 1 shows the various materials used in the study 
and how they were ranked compared to the other materials used in the same test. The last 
row shows the average ranked score the material received from all the tests. The scores 
highlighted in green represent the top half ranks of the performing materials. This is 
important because the material used in a new part must have recorded statistical data on 
how it relates to the Navy standard for various parameters. Later sections will describe 
where the selection of the material applies in part qualification. Each material has a 
different strength, brittleness and flexibility, so the use of that part will also influence 
what material is selected.  
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Table 1.   Ranking of Top Performing Materials in Smoke, Toxic Gas and 
Flammability Tests. Source: Sorathia (2016).  
 
 
G. 3D PRINTER ERRORS 
In addition to there being an overwhelming combination of 3D printing machines, 
printing styles and materials, an aspect that plays a large part in a printed item’s strength 
are the print settings and orientation. Some of the most important printer settings include 
the extruder temperature, printer bed temperature, extruder volume per second, extruder 
diameter, distance from the extruder to the bed, print speed, slice height, percent infill, 
position on printer bed, layer height, base layer type and support configuration. Figure 7 
and Figure 8 show examples of the various types of errors that can occur from improper 
or incorrect printer settings. It is important to acknowledge that the printer settings and 
parameters in conjunction with the material are equally as important as the construction 
of the part in the 3D model computer file. Accordingly, printer settings like infill 
percentage are considered in the demonstration chapter of this thesis. 
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Figure 7.  3D Printer Errors. Adapted from Simplify 3D (2017). 
 
Figure 8.  3D Printer Errors 2. Adapted from Simplify 3D (2017). 
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H. 3D PART CONSTRUCTION 
When one talks about 3D printing a part and placing it on a ship as a replacement 
part, often, the first topic brought up in conversation is part strength. In the material 
science realm, this translates to “dog bone” samples and stress and strain curves. 
Fortunately, there has been some groundwork study conducted in this area. Jason Cantrell 
from the University of Florida conducted various tests with his lab team in this very same 
subject area utilizing acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and polycarbonate (PC) 3D 
printed test samples. His printer was a standard FDM machine that utilized a printing 
process similar to that shown in Figure 9.  
  
Figure 9.  FDM Printing Process. Source: Cantrell (2016). 
According to Cantrell’s procedure, he accurately printed his samples in 
accordance with ASTM standards D638 and D5379 to test for both tensile and shear 
strengths (Cantrell 2016, 4), and these geometries can be seen in Figure 10.   
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Figure 10.  Dog Bone Test Specimens IAW ASTM Standards. 
Source: Cantrell (2016). 
The experiment proposed an interesting, and valid question: does the “layer-to-
layer adhesion, shrinkage of the roads and higher porosity in some orientation influence 
the material properties of the printed parts” (Cantrell 2016, 4)? Essentially, the 
experiment aimed to print samples in different orientations on the printer bed to see if the 
strength of the item changed based on how the printer’s raster orientation was set up. 
Figure 11 depicts the question above in a clearer manner.  
 
Figure 11.  Dog Bone and Printer Bed Test Orientations. 
Source: Cantrell (2016). 
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Cantrell’s results provided valuable information on part orientation as well as 
insight into the anisotropy phenomenon (where characteristics can be dependent on 
construction direction) such that “the largest degree of anisotropy found was when 
comparing the strain energy densities as the [+45/-45] flat orientation had a density that 
was 91% higher than the [+45/-45] up orientation” (Cantrell 2016, 17). Cantrell’s 
graphical displays of data were especially useful as they clearly showed how the averages 
of each sample group performed in the test. The results for the shear testing of both ABS 
and PC can be seen in Figure 12.  
 
Figure 12.  Shear Test Graphs of ABS and PC. Source: Cantrell (2016). 
Additionally, Cantrell published his results for the tensile testing of both ABS and 
PC. These results can be seen in the Figure 13.   
 
Figure 13.  Tensile Test Graphs of ABS and PC. Source: Cantrell (2016). 
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The group looked to identify some evidence of the differences in results and 
utilized digital image correlation software (DIC) to shed some light on the inner 
construction of the samples. Figure 14 shows how densities of the inner filling of the part 
vary based on the print orientation.  
 
Figure 14.  PC DIC Images of Tensile and Shear Tests, Respectively. 
Source: Cantrell (2016). 
 Looking at the report’s findings for the shear test results, it seems that “overall, 
the [+45/-45] flat orientation had the highest material properties while the on-edge printer 
orientation appeared to be the most isotropic” (Cantrell 2016, 13). According to 
Cantrell’s study, the [+45/-45] on-edge orientation followed by the [+45/-45] flat and 
[+0/-90] samples performed best in the tensile tests. The determination of the part 
orientation is an important characteristic that affects the strength of the part, and it will be 
determined by the part designer. Part orientation must be aligned correctly based on part 
design, infill pattern and printer head travel paths. Accordingly, the part orientation used 
in this thesis is [0/90] flat. 
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I. 3D PRINTER SETTINGS RELATING TO PART CONSTRUCTION 
Cantrell’s study provides important insight into the importance of the inner 
structure of 3D printed parts as well as the object orientation, but one can take the study 
another step further to explore the printer settings and part construction settings and how 
they affect a part’s strength. The research conducted by 3D Matter provides the necessary 
detail for further investigation into the minute details that make 3D parts as strong as they 
can be. While the study was conducted using a FDM machine and polylactic acid (PLA) 
material, many of the lessons learned and test procedures can be used to get a better 
understanding on the material properties of other materials and other printers. Some of 
the main settings that control a part’s strength are the percent infill (% infill), the infill 
pattern as well as layer height. Figure 15 shows the variations in these parameters. 
 
Figure 15.  Infill Percentage, Infill Pattern and Layer Height. 
Adapted from 3DMatter (2015). 
The dog-bone specimens from Figure 15 were tested for maximum stress and 
yielded fairly predictable results. These graphs are relevant as they show the 
effectiveness of the three parameters (infill percentage, infill pattern, layer height) in 
Figure 16.  
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Figure 16.  Infill Percentage, Infill Pattern & Layer Height Max Strength. 
Adapted from 3DMatter (2015). 
Figure 17 is a sensitivity chart based on their “interpretation of the trade-offs 
presented” where the green end of the spectrum represents better outcomes than the red 
side of the spectrum which represents worse outcomes (3D Matter 2015). It is important 
to notice that going to the maximum or minimum setting to optimize strength or quality is 
not always necessary because the final product outcome is dependent on the two factors 
working together.  
 
Figure 17.  3D Parameter Sensitivity Chart. Adapted from 3DMatter (2015). 
J. TESTING AND EVALUATION CONSIDERATIONS 
Testing and evaluation (T&E) is essential to making systems produce the desired 
output. The T&E process gives the user a level of certainty that the part being installed 
will return the system to optimal operating capacity. Not doing T&E can be detrimental; 
it can cause damage to systems and personnel due to a certain level of uncertainty in the 
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integrity and effectiveness of the part being installed. Like any other organization, the 
Navy cares about its systems and people and loss of either and or both results in a loss of 
time, money and ability to do the mission. Therefore, some level of T&E must be 
conducted. However, given that 3D printed parts remove multiple players in the 
manufacturing arena, additional study is required into the processes for the testing of 
those parts. This project aims to investigate what is required in order to qualify and 
certify parts for installation.  
K. NON-DESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 
It is important to focus on NDE techniques because one of the main benefits to 
3D printing is being able to print wherever one has a printer and not solely at a 
manufacturer. Therefore, ships and maintenance facilities need to be able to verify they 
have created a good part without doing destructive testing. NAVSEA Design Practices 
and Criteria Manual T9070-BT-DPC-020/074-2 presents Table 2, which establishes Non-
Destructive Evaluation Techniques and Characteristics for AM parts. This thesis reviews 
several of these techniques, the majority of which are best implemented in Regional 
Maintenance Centers (RMC).  
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L. UPDATES TO THE ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING 
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
After approximately one year of work under the 2016 AM Implementation Plan, a 
second version was published to address some of the successes, some of the items that 
had not been accomplished, as well as to address some revised and new concerns. 
Specific to fiscal year 2017 (FY17), the new plan outlines the following initiatives: 
 Identify common readiness and capability drivers across DON. 
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 Develop initial strategy and approach to collect, manage and share AM 
data regarding material properties and processing. 
 Leverage the broader digital manufacturing community and identify AM 
unique cyber, cyber-physical and digital requirements. 
 Develop a business case model template to assess economic viability of 
AM components. 
 Continue to develop and explore the use of AM in forward deployed 
environments including afloat, subsurface and expeditionary. (Burrows 
2017, 4) 
Looking at the bulleted items above, most of the initiatives revolve around a concrete 
solution, such as a business study, or a gimbaled mount to hold a 3D printer on a moving 
platform; however, the success of the implementation lies more in the hands of the 
abstract strategies for architectures. According to Blanchard and Fabrycky (2011),  
conceptual design is the first and most important phase of the system 
design and development process. It is an early and high-level activity with 
the potential to establish, commit and otherwise predetermine the function, 
form, cost and development schedule of the desired system and its 
products. (57)  
Getting the system architecture right has the upmost importance.  
While the machines that produce parts may change, the architecture for the 
system can be constructed in such a way that it can still work when new machines or 
methods of 3D printing are developed. Creating an adaptive system architecture can 
allow the Navy to be flexible and utilize new technologies without completely reworking 
the structure of the repair parts system. This is extremely important as new materials are 
able to be printed and new machines are being developed utilizing different printing 
techniques that yield higher resolution in parts. However, because of the structure of the 
current naval processes, 3D printed parts on naval vessels are limited to small items such 
as plastic knobs and minor components as a temporary fix.  
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M. BACKGROUND SUMMARY 
While 3D printing has many potential capabilities, there are nuances to part 
construction and printer selection that require additional exploration to ensure that they 
meet naval standards. There are studies on time savings, cost savings, adaptability and 
flexibility as well as ability for the Navy to operate at a higher material readiness level. 
Additionally, the sector continues to both evolve and improve as new materials are being 
utilized, new machines are being designed and new methods of printing are being 
invented. This study looks at the relevant NDE techniques possible for shipboard use and 
analyzes how effective they may be in certifying parts. The chapters to follow will 
present the architecture needed for 3D printing to be a viable and welcomed addition to 
the naval maintenance and supply world, and demonstrates the test and evaluation of 3D 
printed parts within the context of that architecture. 
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III. ARCHITECTURE DEVELOPMENT 
A. NAVY REPLACEMENT PARTS 
The goal of this thesis is to determine how to qualify and certify 3D printed parts 
for shipboard use. The first step in that investigation is definition of a comprehensive 
architecture that describes both the qualification and certification process for AM parts in 
the Navy. Laying out the potential architecture for a new process that is making its way 
into the Navy is essential to the success of the implemented process. This chapter will 
outline the hierarchy of commands that will be involved in 3D printing and what their 
capabilities are. In the case of this study, the Navy’s replacement part system will see some 
changes due to the nature of implementing 3D printing to supply some of those 
replacement parts. Under the new structure, there will be two categories of replacement 
parts: traditionally manufactured parts and additively manufactured parts. In each category, 
there are both parts that are considered critical parts (parts that if they were to fail, would 
cause serious equipment or personnel damage) and non-critical parts (parts that if they were 
to fail, would not cause any detriment to equipment or personnel). Looking only at the non-
critical parts in this research, the parts can then be categorized into four categories 
consisting of temporary replacements, permanent replacements, modified replacements and 
new prototypes. The general structure can be seen in Figure 18.  
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Figure 18.  Navy Replacement Part Categories 
Temporary replacement parts are parts that are printed and installed in non-critical 
systems in order to get a system back up and running so the ship can complete the mission 
and/or get back to port. The systems these parts get installed into cannot have the potential 
to cause serious damage or injury to machines or people. This part is only intended to be 
“just good enough” and used only until the traditionally manufactured part from the supply 
system arrives and can be installed. It is understood that the reliability and the survivability 
of the 3D printed part is not necessarily equal to that of the traditional part, but it is 
considered to be acceptable given the time delay seen in getting the ship to get the support 
it needs. Because of the disposable nature of this part, there is no need for mandatory NDE 
testing. The rationale is that if the part works for a little while and keeps the system running 
and then breaks, a new part can be printed to keep the system up. The process will continue 
until the true certified replacement arrives and is installed.  
Permanent replacement 3D printed parts are parts that do not require reliability 
testing due to the fact that they are exposed to little or no movement or force being applied on 
them. These parts, however, must comply with the Navy’s smoke and toxicity requirements. 
These parts can be placed into more complex systems but should be monitored for a number 
of in-system trial cycles to ensure there is compatibility between the parts. These parts should 
have an appropriate level of NDE testing associated with them. 
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Modified replacements 3D printed parts are parts that, due to an exposed 
deficiency in the current part, are similar in construction but have a slight difference to 
improve the efficiency, survivability and reliability of the new part. These parts can be 
specific to shipboard conditions that may not exist on other platforms, or may be a fix to 
a regular occurring problem or class problem.  
New prototype 3D printed replacement parts are solutions to problems where no 
such replacement part exists. These cases usually surround unforeseen problems and can 
be implemented and passed on to other ships in the class for support. The new prototype 
can also be passed up to the maintenance commands in an attempt to have them 
implemented in future designs.  
The desired part use outlined in the bottom right of Figure 18 determines many 
aspects of the 3D printing process. The method of printing, the facility needed to design, 
print and process the part, the expertise level of the designer, the material and the design 
all rely on the use category. Successful categorization of the “part use” and complete data 
package instructions, which will be mentioned in later sections, are crucial to the 
successful implementation of the part.  
B. COMMAND 3D PRINTING HIERARCHY 
With any new process implementation, a hierarchy of responsibility and support 
must be created in order for the system to function properly. Since the nature of 3D 
printing revolves around maintenance and getting systems back up and running, it makes 
sense that the oversight should be under the systems commands. For naval surface 
vessels, the Naval Sea Systems (NAVSEA) Command is the natural choice as they are in 
charge of the NSWCs where a lot of testing and development occurs as well as the RMCs 
and Naval Shipyard commands where the repair and maintenance takes place. Figure 19 
shows this hierarchy structure.  
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Figure 19.  Navy 3D Printing Hierarchy of Commands 
Naturally, the entities at the bottom have the least amount of capability, resources 
and expertise, and the higher up the chain one goes in Figure 19, the more capability, 
resources and expertise are available. This enables work to be done at every level with 
the necessary support, resources, capability and expertise available at higher level 
commands. This can more easily be observed in Figure 20, which depicts the increasing 
level of 3D printing capability as one travels higher in echelons along the maintenance 




Figure 20.  Capabilities Associated with Navy 3D Printing Echelons 
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With the groundwork laid out for support and responsibility, one can then start to 
look at the actual processes that will occur to accomplish the mission and what happens 
when a command cannot process or print what is requested. The sections that follow will 
go into more detail regarding the flow of information and how items are passed between 
commands.  
C. 3D PRINTED PART REQUEST FOR SUPPORT 
As important as command structure is to the success of a program, the process of 
how 3D printing and inspection is to be conducted is equally important to achieving the 
mission. Therefore, it is imperative that the lower echelon commands both have some 
resources to print parts they need and have the ability to reach up to the next level and 
request support. As the complexity of the part and the sophistication of the machine 
needed to create the part increases, it is expected that the request will travel further up the 
chain. With the lowest level entity able to print parts being the expeditionary units and 
the highest level being the warfare laboratories, there is plenty of support and expertise in 
between, as seen in Figure 20.  
While a major draw to designing 3D printed parts is the ability to save and share 
those designs so other commands may take advantage of them, it is imperative that the 
flow chart includes some sort of data library of approved designs. With warfighting 
commands (expeditionary units and shipboard commands) being the most involved in 
fighting the mission and having the lowest level of capability and expertise, their 
approved designs will be entered as level one designs into the online part library 
database. RMCs and shipyard commands will be able to enter their designs as level two 
designs and NSWCs will be able to enter their designs as level three designs. Naturally, 
when a command needs to print a part, they will be searching for the highest-level part 
that was created signifying the best or most accurate design and process. The full 
functional flow chart can be seen in Figure 21.  
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Figure 21.  Command Print and Request for Support Flow Chart 
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The part library will be full of 3D Part data files and therefore it is essential to 
outline what metrics must be annotated for the printing command to print an accurate 
part.  
D. QUALIFIED 3D PRINTED PARTS  
At first glance, sending an “.STL” (3D data file) as an attachment in an email 
seems quite trivial and an easy way to transfer files that need to be 3D printed. However, 
upon further inspection, there is a great deal of detail that needs to be transferred to 
produce the desired print. Figure 22 shows the three main categories, all of which will be 
decomposed later, that need to be part of the 3D part data file in the online part library. 
Those main categories consist of the personnel requirements, print requirements and 
design requirements. The following diagrams contain numbered hierarchical entities to 
aid the reader in the decomposition through the various levels.  
 
Figure 22.  3D Part Data File Major Categories 
Looking at the decomposition of personnel requirements (entity 1.1) one must 
understand that there are multiple aspects that a person doing the 3D printing must be 
qualified in. The person who is going to install the part, must be a qualified maintenance 
person able to complete the work. The person who is going to design the part must be 
qualified to actually design and use the software for the part creation, the file slicer and 
the printer software. Finally, the person who approves the part design, the print and the 
install must be qualified in all subsequent areas. These areas of expertise can be seen in 
Figure 23.   
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Figure 23.  3D Part Data—Personnel Requirements 
Perhaps one of the more complicated processes is to qualify the print 
requirements. Entity 1.2 involves everything revolving around the 3D printer settings and 
part settings. Deviation from any of the designed settings can negatively affect the 
construction and strength of the part. While some parameters have more of an effect than 
others, the combination of all the settings make the part unique to the application and 
therefore must be carefully selected. Looking at the printer and the material used, to the 
methods of the part construction to the post processing requirements, all have a 
significant number of options that help to give the part specific characteristics regarding 
weight, strength and flexibility. Figure 24 shows the detail one must go through in 
selecting appropriate print requirements for the 3D printed part.  
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Figure 24.  3D Part Data—Print Requirements 
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Entities 1.1 and 1.2 both revolved around external items (people, printers, 
settings), but section 1.3 takes a look at what must be determined during the design 
process to ensure the best product can be created. As seen in Chapter II, all of these 
attributes (support structure, part base and part orientation) all have effects on the 
strength, quality, flexibly and construction of the part. Figure 25 shows the hierarchy of 
these lower level features.  
 
Figure 25.  3D Part Data—Design Requirements 
The combination of all these factors make up a qualified part and all of them must 
be included in the data file on the part library. As seen in these figures, there is a lot more 
to 3D printing the part than just pushing print on a file. Each part design is unique and 
created for a specific purpose. The attributes in 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 refine the part and ensure 
the part can be recreated in the same manner. This also informs the full range of part 
characteristics that must be evaluated as part of a comprehensive qualification and 
certification process 
E. TESTING SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 
Once the part has been printed, it is imperative to run some tests to determine if 
the part printed in a manner that is acceptable for the intended use and warrants being 
installed. Based on what type of command one is at, a tester will have access to different 
equipment than others. Figure 26 outlines what methods are to be used for different 
facilities; the main difference being shore facilities versus afloat platforms. These types 
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of Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) testing were first introduced in Table 2 and are now 
displayed based on what type of facility can engage them as viable inspection methods. 
The first steps being a visual inspection and tolerance measurements to ensure the 
construction suits the dimensions required for installation. After that, one must be able to 
take a look at the inner construction of those parts to verify the integrity of the 
construction during the laying of layers. For this, infrared and radiographic inspections 
are required with the goal being able to determine if there are any unwanted voids present 
or if the inner conduits and passages were created correctly.  
 
Figure 26.  Part Certification Types 
Figure 26 shows various detailed tests for afloat platforms, and one must be able 
to differentiate what that process looks like in determining how to arrive at these NDEs. 
Since the two most achievable NDE techniques on a ship (besides visual) are infrared 
inspection and radiographic inspection, these two processes will be decomposed. Figure 




Figure 27.  Part Testing Determination 
Breaking down Figure 27 into a decomposed view of thermal imaging, one can 
determine which part is more solid in construction solely based on the thermal properties 
viewed by temperature change in a thermal imager over time. This process can be seen in 
Figure 28. It is important to note that this process requires two parts to be printed and 
both are compared in order to choose the best part for installation. The downside to this 
approach is the time it takes printing two parts and the additional time to cool down and 
heat up the parts for the thermal imager to view changes in the parts.  
 
Figure 28.  Thermal Imaging Testing Process 
Another option if the platform is equipped with the device, is radiographic 
imaging by using an X-ray machine. Ships will usually have these devices in the medical 
department, but they are not used all hours of the day. That allows time for the machines 
to be used for part image testing. This process would be significantly quicker, and it is 
actually a process that is also used for traditionally manufactured parts. Figure 29 shows 
how the flow of this process might look on an afloat platform looking to certify a 3D 




Figure 29.  X-Ray Imaging Testing Process 
It is worth mentioning that the more levels of testing that one can expose a part to, 
the more assurance the installer can have in the structural integrity of the part. Like 
anything else, one never wants to rely on just one method. By printing a qualified part, 
the designer, printer and tester have increased the percentage of certainty that the part 
will perform to the intended purpose (categorized use) outlined in Figure 18 categorizing 
the type of replacement part.  
F. 3D PRINTED PART CERTIFICATION 
Putting everything together, one can see that there is a lot that goes into 3D 
printing a part that warrants installation. Just like other processes in the Navy and private 
industry, there are both qualifications and certifications needed to ensure effective work 
is done. The use of the part must see a certain level of both qualification and certification 
based on the intended use. One must determine if the part is going to be a permanent 
replacement, a temporary replacement or a new prototype or modified part. Different part 
categories will require different levels of evaluation. As long as the qualification and 
certification process is not attempted to create a part outside the scope of use for that part, 
the system can work. Figure 22 through Figure 25 describe all the elements that need to 
be set in place for the successful qualification of the part. Figure 26 through Figure 29 
show the processes that need to occur in order to properly certify the part. A part cannot 
be installed without a missing qualification or certification. By ensuring the data library 
structure, qualification components and the certification process, 3D printed parts can 
safely and successfully be installed on Navy ships and increase capability and 
effectiveness of those platforms. The next chapter will conduct an in depth examination 
of two NDE techniques for the evaluation of AM parts based on varied infill percentages. 
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IV. DEMONSTRATION, PROTOTYPING AND ANALYSIS 
A. PRODUCTION OF TEST PARTS 
This chapter discusses the production of the test parts as well as both the X-ray 
and thermal imaging tests that were conducted for this research effort. Most importantly, 
rationale for why each test was conducted in the particular manner will also be 
delineated.  
1. Overview of Material and 3D Printer 
In an effort to analyze the impact that both part characteristics and printer types 
may have on the construction of 3D printed parts, multiple printers were considered. Based 
on availability, a MakerBot Replicator Z18 was utilized. All test blocks were created from 
the same material and the same spool without changing printer or environmental settings to 
keep the construction of the parts the same. The MakerBot Replicator Z18 that was utilized 
had model specifications that can be seen in Figure 44 in the Appendix. The print settings 
that were used to print the test blocks can be seen in Table 3.   
Table 3.   3D Printer Settings 
 
 
It is important to note both the infill pattern, and number of shells because any 
internal structures or voids the one is looking for will be influenced by these two factors 
in conjunction with the infill percentage.  
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2. Infill Percentage and Void Size 
When looking to identify internal part structure of 3D printed parts or looking for 
voids or irregularities, one must keep in mind a few very important characteristics. Upon 
part inspection, one must consider infill pattern, infill percentage and the size of the 
object they look to be able to identify. The reason why the infill pattern is important is 
because not all patterns create the same void size at a set infill percentage. Figure 30 
shows four of the most popular infill patterns (linear, hexagonal, diamond, diamond fast 
print) and one can see that the area in between the infill structure is different for all of 
these patterns. These test chips were all printed with no roof structure and printed under 






Figure 30.  Infill Pattern Comparison to Infill Percentage for the MAKERBOT Replicator 2 Printer 
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Typically, the linear infill pattern tends to be twice as dense as the diamond 
pattern infill series. For example, the 10% linear infill resembles the 20% diamond infill 
and the 20% linear infill is a close fit to the 40% diamond infill. This comparison can be 
visualized in Figure 31.  
  
Figure 31.  Comparison of 10% & 20% Linear Infill to 20% and 
40% Diamond Infill 
Regardless of infill pattern selection, any time 100% infill is selected, the printer 
defaulted to a linear pattern. The hexagonal pattern seemed to do a very poor job of lining 
up the infill layers on top of the previous layer. This implies that the internal structure is 
not as strong as one would hope it to be compared to a linear or diamond infill. In 
comparing the diamond infill pattern to the diamond (fast) pattern, the only difference in 
the printer is the speed setting. However, this causes the infill structure to get sloppy at 
higher percentages. While the speed may be appreciated to get a quick prototype out, 
noticeable print errors ranging from extra material to missing material is noticed in the 
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diamond (fast) pattern at 60% infill through 90% infill. These irregularities can be seen 
below in Figure 32.   
 
Figure 32.  Print Errors for Diamond (fast) pattern 60% through 90% infill 
The test chips were printed in order to gain a better understanding of how the 
patterns and infill percentages determined how the spaces between the infill structure 
changed. Valuable insight was gained and led to the determination that printing various 
infill percentages of the linear pattern would be used for the test parts.  
3. Test Part Design 
In order to inspect 3D printed parts for both internal structure and printing errors, 
it was determined that the best test part to design would be 2.5 cm cubes with different 
spherical voids in the center ranging from 0.10 cm to 2.00 cm. Naturally, a control cube 
with no internal void would also be created for each infill percentage to compare the 
results of the evaluations. Utilizing open source computer-aided drawing (CAD) from 
TinkerCAD, the test cubes were designed in one file. All seven cubes of the same infill 
percentage were designed to be printed at the same time to minimize print variations in 
the blocks. Figure 33 depicts the design with the voids of varying diameter in the center 




Figure 33.  Test Block Design 
All test cubes were immediately labeled upon being removed from the printer to 
ensure cubes were labeled correctly and in the correct orientation before they were 
removed from the raft. Cubes were printed in 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% infill for a 
total of 35 cubes. Figure 34 shows the mass comparison of all the blocks created based on 
infill percentage.  
 
Figure 34.  Mass of Test Cubes Grouped by Infill % 
It is important to note some of the patterns that come with infill support structure 
compared to void construction. At the higher infill percentages (90%, 70%, and 50%), the 
void size is the major factor that drives the mass because of the lack of material in the 
void. However, for the 10% and 30% cubes, the two-shell structure of the internal voids 
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actually adds mass despite there being a void in the middle since the infill linear structure 
is significantly less.  
B. X-RAY TESTING (INITIAL) 
Due to there not being an X-ray machine at the Naval Postgraduate School for 
imaging parts, the test blocks were sent away to be imaged by Applied Technical 
Services in Marietta Georgia. The test orientation can be seen in Figure 35 and the same 
orientation was maintained for all infill percentages.  
 
Figure 35.  Testbed Cube Orientation 
Upon receiving the images and the cubes back from testing, the images were 
evaluated for completeness of structural components. There were two main goals in the 
evaluation. The first was to identify all irregularities in the print construction. The second 
was to correctly identify the void. Figure 36 through Figure 40 show the results for each 
of the created infill percentage cube lots (10%, 30%, 50%, 70% & 90%). Looking closely 
at the 10% infill cubes in Figure 36 one can see substantial stringing between the internal 
structures and can only positively see voids up to 1.0 cm. The 0.50 cm is possible to see, 





Figure 36.  X-Ray Image 10% Infill (view from top) 
Figure 37 shows increased visibility in the 30% infill, and while the 0.50 cm void 
is now more positively recognized, the 0.25 cm void is not recognizable.  
 
Figure 37.  X-Ray Image 30% Infill (view from top) 
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Figure 38 shows that at 50% infill, one can possibly make out that there is something in 
the 0.25 cm cube.  
 
Figure 38.  X-Ray Image 50% Infill (view from top) 
By increasing the percent infill to 70%, one can now safely confirm the structure 
in 0.25 cm cube. Figure 39 shows the increased visibility of the 70% linear infill. 
However, there is still no visible possibility of something visible in the 0.10 cm block.  
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Figure 39.  X-Ray Image 70% Infill (view from top) 
It is not until the infill percentage is increased to 90% that an evaluator can visibly 
see some sort of a blemish on the 0.10 cm indicating that there could possibly be internal 
structure or a void there. This can be seen in Figure 40.   
 
Figure 40.  X-Ray Image 90% Infill (view from top) 
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When evaluating these cubes, it is important to remember that the quality of X-ray 
images relies on the density of the material. Therefore, the spaces in the infill structure 
can make finding voids, internal structure or errors difficult depending on the size of the 
item and orientation. After examining the images, it was imperative not to count printer 
errors such as extra extruder stringing or oozing (seen in Figure 8 as part of the internal 
structure or a void. Since there was the possibly that erroneous material was extruded and 
could be confused with a void or internal structure, three categories were used for 
evaluating the cubes for the ability to see a void and/or internal structure (yes, no, 
possibly). The summarized results of the evaluation can be seen in Table 4.   
Table 4.   X-Ray Void/Internal Structure Recognition Matrix 
 
 
The importance of these results is that it identifies the trade space for those 
evaluating 3D printed parts. This is important because it outlines where the boundary is 
for being able to view certain sized internal structures, whether it be a channel, orifice, 
nozzle or void, based on infill percentage.  
C. THERMAL IMAGING (INITIAL) 
Infrared (IR) thermal imaging cameras can be useful tools when one is looking to 
compare the temperature profile to another object or environment. These imagers work 
best when there is a temperature differential between objects in the viewing frame. By 
having previously chilled cubes and a warm incubator, one can observe how the cubes of 
different infill percentages with varying void sizes warm up compared to the control 
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block. The expectation is that there is a point where the size of the void in the middle 
enables the cube to warm up quicker than the control block. The goal is to find out at 
what infill percentage is this possible and if possible, what size void can be distinguished. 
These results can provide trade space as a low budget form of NDE. The IR camera 
utilized can be seen in Figure 45, and the incubator used can be seen in Figure 46 in the 
Appendix. Additionally, the experiment set up can be visualized in Figure 47 in the 
Appendix.  
The process involved testing all cubes of the same infill percentage at the same 
time in the same orientation as the X-rayed blocks in Figure 35. The cubes were kept in a 
commercial freezer until their temperature read -3°F (obtained by a laser guided IR 
thermometer). The cubes were then placed in the incubator with an internal temperature 
of 136.3°F. A camera videotaping a computer screen with the thermal environment 
shown by National Instruments software was utilized to capture the change in 
temperature of the cubes over time. After the temperature of the cubes reached the 
temperature of the incubator, the tape was stopped and the video was reviewed to search 
for points where certain blocks seemed to warm up faster or slower than the control 
block.  
After conducting the experiment for every infill percentage group, the 30% and 
50% infill groups provided no significant results. At 70%, it is only barely possible to see 
that there might be a quicker temperature change for the 2.0 void. At 90% infill, the 2.0 
cm void cube indicates that it has warmed up quicker around 24 minutes. This can be 
attributed to the heat warming up the material until it hits the void, then the air inside the 
void warms up quicker than the surrounding material causing the quicker change in 
temperature and thus a color change. Figure 41 shows this phenomenon with a 
highlighted red box around the lighter blue cube indicating a warmer temperature than 
the other cubes.  
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Figure 41.  90% Infill Temperature Change 
Oddly, the 10% infill cubes also showed some insightful information, but the 
results were different from what was expected. Since the amount of structural material in 
the 10% is so slight in the cube, the shell of the larger voids actually slows the warming 
of the cube since the voids are protected by two shell layers. This is evident in Figure 42. 
where the bottom row of cubes (1.0 cm, 1.5 cm and 2.0 cm) take longer to warm up than 
the cubes with less material in the middle (the extra shell out weighing the effects of the 
infill structure).  
 
Figure 42.  10% Infill Temperature Change 
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Based on these two outcomes, there appears to be more room for exploration at a 
more detailed level, which could more easily identify the trade space. Solely based on the 
grouped sets, Table 5 shows the results of the thermal imager testing in the same format 
as the X-ray results.  
Table 5.   Linear Infill Void Recognition Matrix for Thermal Imager Testing 
 
 
The importance of these results is that it identifies the trade space for those 
evaluating 3D printed parts while using a thermal imager and provides a process in which 
to do so. This is important because it outlines where the boundary is for being able to a 
difference in internal structure of two parts based on infill percentage and void size.  
D. THERMAL IMAGING (DETAILED) 
After reviewing the results from the thermal imaging test, it was apparent that the 
data relied heavily on the relativistic nature of the viewing pane. In order to obtain more 
meaningful data, it was determined that perhaps a more detailed comparison must be 
made with only two cubes per analysis (one test cube and one control block). This section 
will follow the same process described in Thermal Imaging (Initial), but will only use 
two cubes at 50% infill as a proof of concept. This procedure used 50% infill 3 cm cubes 
with a 2.0 cm spherical void in one block and a control block for the other sample. After 
20 minutes in the incubator, a clear difference is visible in the test samples. Figure 43 
shows this transformation and opens the door for extended study.  
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Figure 43.  50% Infill 2.0 cm Void of 3 cm Cubes Preliminary Experiment 
While this thesis will not dive into the relationships and utilization of a side-by-
side test as an inexpensive NDE technique, it certainly provides an opportunity for some 
future study. Additional studies and NDE testing recommendations can be viewed in the 
Conclusions section of this document.  
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A. SUMMARY  
1. Readdressing the Problem Statement 
The goal of this research has been to identify how systems engineering can be 
used to qualify and certify 3D printed parts and assess whether or not parts produced 
using a 3D printer meet acceptance standards necessary for utilization. The Navy’s 
hesitation has been on how to effectively and systematically harness this capability. The 
sections below will summarize the actions and mindset required for putting these ideas 
into practice.  
2. Process Definition via Architecture 
This thesis has developed an architecture that identifies NDE techniques that are 
appropriate for shipboard utilization and analyzes those NDE techniques appropriate for 
the evaluation of AM parts aboard a ship. Chapter III outlined the major categories of 3D 
printed parts. It is essential that parts be categorized correctly based on use and ability to 
be replicated using 3D printers so that an appropriate NDE technique can be applied as 
described in Figure 26. Additionally, it is important that the correct facility with the right 
equipment produces the part, as certain parts require more sophisticated print techniques 
and printers. In terms of part qualification, the successful filing of the 3D part data file 
helps to ensure consistencies in part manufacturing. This thesis describes all the 
necessary components needed in order to create the same part after a data file is 
transferred. Utilizing the systems engineering approach and setting up a successful 
architecture for 3D printing commands can help to ensure the success of harnessing this 
capability. 
3. Physical NDE Qualification and Certification  
Part qualification has many aspects ranging from the physical printer and the 
settings, to the design and the material, to the person printing the part and the material. A 
part is considered to be qualified when the data file is created by a qualified part designer 
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and the part is defined by the settings and parameters. This ensures that the person 
printing the part from the online library will achieve the same quality part. The 
certification of the part lies in the actual inspection and utilization of a NDE technique 
such as radiography to ensure the necessary internal components are correct and that no 
errors are present. While some parts need more evaluation than others, it is essential to 
have the system in place. 
B. RESULTS 
This section will assess the viability of utilizing X-ray imaging and thermal 
imaging for certifying 3D printed parts. These recommendations are based on the testing 
done previously in this document.  
1. Evaluation of X-ray Techniques 
The X-ray imaging section provided great insight into the detection of internal 
structures or potential voids located inside 3D printed parts. The relationship between the 
infill percentage and the ability to detect internal structures had a direct correlation. As 
the infill percentage was increased and the distances between the internal infill pattern 
became smaller, the size of the recognizable void also decreased. While this may not be 
entirely a surprise, Table 4 defines the trade space for when one can expect to see 
something of significant value in the internal structures of the printed part. This trade 
space can be utilized and will be able to set expectations for finding internal structures or 
voids in parts. Depending on the part’s need and use, a part may not be designed to have 
100% infill. Therefore, these results are important due to the mere fact that patterned 
infills not seen in traditional manufacturing change densities of parts that effect X-ray 
responsiveness. Overall, this NDE method was a success and is recommended for 
shipboard use.  
2. Evaluation of Thermal Imager Techniques 
The thermal imaging section provided some very different insight into the 
detection of internal structures or potential voids located inside 3D printed parts. In this 
case, a degraded version of the X-ray results was expected, but the response was less than 
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ideal as the clarity that was desired was not achieved. When investigating more detailed 
cube versus cube cases, great promise was seen in being able to differentiate two 
seemingly similar parts. This additional detail highlights the potential impact of camera 
distance and number of parts tested, suggesting that while the tests conducted as part of 
this thesis were not as successful as hoped, alterations to the test procedure may yield 
different results. In terms of utilizing rapid temperature changes and thermal imagers as a 
NDE technique, the verdict would be that it is not recommended until further granularity 
of parts can be obtained.  
C. FUTURE WORK 
Experimenting with different NDE techniques has been both rewarding and 
valuable. I wholeheartedly believe that these results can be utilized and in fact, improved 
upon in order to improve criteria the Navy needs in order to certify 3D printed parts. 
Some areas of potential future work can be seen listed below.  
1. X-ray Infill Percentage Broader Spectrum  
Capturing a greater range of infill percentages in the X-ray domain to obtain a 
clearer picture of the trade space. By having detailed information in increments of 10%, 
internal structure and void recognition can be identified with greater certainty.  
2. X-ray Detailed View 
Capturing the relationship between infill percentage and void recognition at a 
more detailed view (zooming in and comparing just two blocks at a time) may provide 
insight with greater certainty about close up applications.  
3. X-ray Orientation 
Changing the orientation of the part to looking through the infill pattern could 
yield different results and change the values in the recognition matrix. The results can 
also be different for different materials since the densities will not all be equal. 
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4. X-ray Viewing Relationships 
Capturing different infill percentage while still being able to recognize voids by 
varying the size of the viewing plane can help to create a mathematical relationship 
between part size, infill percentage and viewing plane size and the ability to recognize 
internal structures and voids.  
5. Thermal Imaging Detailed View 
Capturing thermal imaging data through a more zoomed in view and a closer 
comparison to another part can possibly show which parts have more irregularities.  
All of these areas of study have the opportunity to increase the knowledge base 
for the certification of 3D printed parts in the Navy. The more concrete the knowledge in 
the future work sections above become, the more certainty the Navy can have in being 
able to identify faults in 3D printed parts. It is important to remember that these NDE 
techniques are not only going to be used to identify faults, but to also identify that 
internal structures of complex parts were printed correctly. As multiple parts are 
combined into single assembly prints, it is essential to be able to know that the inner 
structural passageways and components were printed with no obstructions.  
With the knowledge gained from the architecture development and research in 
this thesis combined with the future work possibilities, great strides can be made in 
solidifying the naval processes surrounding certification of 3D printed parts. 
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APPENDIX. ADDITIONAL IMAGES 
 








Figure 46.  Incubator Specifications. Adapted from Quincy Lab Corporation 
(2017). 
 
Figure 47.  Thermal Imaging Test Setup  
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